
Rosary Stretch Bracelet Kit 

Instructions



The Goal: To prayerfully create a beautiful rosary bracelet

Decade

Our Father

Glory Be

Hail Mary (Charity)

Hail Mary (Hope)

Hail Mary (Faith)

Our Father

Crucifix (Apostle’s Creed)

Wearing a rosary bracelet allows you the opportunity to have a rosary at your fingertips! 

Pray just one decade, or reverse direction on the decade beads and pray all five.

Today as you make your rosary bracelet please pray for the person who will wear it!



Getting Started: Prepare your workspace

1: Place a washcloth or lint free towel 

(not provided in the kit) flat on a table 

to create your workspace.

2: Carefully empty the contents of the pouch onto your workspace.  

Each pouch contains:

• One (1) crucifx

• One (1) dual sided centerpiece (Our Lady/Divine Mercy)

• One (1) pre-stretched stretch cord with a piece of tape 

• Two (2) white beads (Our Father, Glory Be)

• Thirteen (13) blue beads (Hail Mary)

• Six (6) decorative spacer beads

Hint! Keep the pouch to store or gift the finished bracelet!  



Arrange the Beads

3: Arrange the beads as shown in the picture above. From left to right: 

10 blue * spacer * center * spacer * 1 white * spacer * 1 blue * spacer * 1 blue * spacer * 1 blue * spacer * white * crucifix

Make sure that the center is oriented so that the top of Mary’s head is closest to the 10 blue beads



String the Beads on the Stretch Cord

4: Beginning with the bead on the far left, 

pick it up.  Put the stretch cord through the 

hole in the bead.

5: Working from left to right, put each bead (in order) onto the stretch 

cord.  When all beads on are on the cord, move the beads to the middle of 

the cord, with about 2 inches of open cord on each side.



Completing the bracelet

6: Gently lift the left edge of the 

stretch cord and slide the piece of 

tape off.

7: Tie two surgeon’s knots. 8: After the knot is confidently tied, 

clip the ends.  Put a dab of craft glue 

or clear nail polish on the knot. 



The Final Product!

These bracelets were designed for a young lady’s wrist, 

sized just over 6 ½ inches at the centerline.  

Remember that this cord was pre-stretched, so it is 

purposefully not super stretchy.  This will make the 

bracelet last longer without losing its shape.  

When putting it on, ROLL the bracelet over the hand 

and onto the wrist.  Do not try to stretch it wide, as the 

elasticity is (purposefully) limited in this design.

To take it off, ROLL the bracelet back over the hand.

Enjoy this beautiful item and wear it proudly as a 

warrior of Christ!  Know that Our Blessed Mother and 

her Son, Our Lord Jesus will smile knowing that you 

boldly wear your faith on your sleeve!

And PRAY THE ROSARY daily!!!!  God Bless you!
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